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In this essay I focus—as we all do here—on the Brandeis appointment as a significant landmark in the history of the federal judiciary. I explore this topic initially through a comparison of President Wilson’s 1916 appointment of Louis Brandeis with President Johnson’s 1967 appointment of Thurgood Marshall as a symbolic opening of the federal bench to African American lawyers. Both Brandeis and Marshall were well known nationally prior to their appointments, with Brandeis engaged in significant domestic and international activities including his embrace of Zionism, and Marshall engaged in an almost four-decade long assault on racial segregation and *Plessy v. Ferguson*. Perhaps not ironically, both endured aberrationally long waits between nomination and confirmation while their opponents raised substantive objections that thinly veiled the opposition to the placement of a member of their respective racial and ethnic groups on the highest court.

Although both Brandeis and Marshall opened the door for a more diverse federal judiciary, the debate over the importance of diversity continues. There is a robust scholarship on the extent to which the federal judiciary is more diverse, on the effect of diversity on the outcomes of judicial decisions, and on the contribution of diversity to the legitimacy of the judiciary. More recently, a debate over judicial diversity on the federal
bench was televised for the nation during the confirmation of Sonia Sotomayor to the United States Supreme Court. In the course of that debate, proponents celebrated her educational qualifications, her professional achievements, and her Horatio Alger–like up-from-poverty story, while detractors suggested that Sotomayor’s embrace of her Latina identity would prevent her from following the law. Like Brandeis and Marshall, she was confirmed despite substantial opposition, and like them, she has already added a distinctive judicial voice to the highest court.

Brandeis and Marshall: Defying Sisyphus
Though decades passed between Brandeis’s confirmation and that of Marshall’s, their best known characteristics brought heavy odds against the improbable feat of their ascension to the High Court.

Brandeis
Brandeis was the first Jewish Justice on the Supreme Court, though historians have suggested that another may have been considered in the nineteenth century.\(^1\) Though he did not deny his Jewish identity, it was not a defining feature of his identity during most of his life and throughout his very visible legal career.\(^2\) He did publicly embrace Zionism\(^3\) —“a belief in the need for a Jewish state and the concomitant duty to ‘educate’ the American Public about its necessity”\(^4\) —in 1913, becoming a visible leader of the cause in 1914,\(^5\) through 1916,\(^6\) on the virtual eve of Wilson’s nomination of Brandeis to the high court in 1916.\(^7\) He continued his involvement after he assumed his role as Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.\(^8\)

But Brandeis became well known prior to the turn of the century when his article “The Right to Privacy” was published in 1890 in the Harvard Law Review.\(^9\) In the article, he and his co-author asked “whether the existing law affords a principle which can properly be invoked to protect the privacy of the individual; and, if it does, what the nature and extent of such protection is. . . .”\(^10\) Brandeis insisted that the right to privacy was not “a matter of mere property rights,” but rather the right to “an inviolate
personality.” Here, Brandeis would lay the foundation for his dissent in Olmstead v. United States, in which he argued that government eavesdropping on telephone conversations violated the “right to privacy” and the right “to be let alone.” In that same 1890 article, he also anticipated Supreme Court doctrine that would develop decades later by proposing an exception to the right of privacy for discourse on “concerns of the public general interests,” as well as remedies for the invasion of that right. The article remains a relevant source for discourse on contemporary issues of privacy.

Brandeis was also well known for his activities on behalf of workers who were powerless in their “economic class conflict” struggle. One of his causes was “constructive legislation designed to solve in the public interest our great social, economic and industrial problems. . . .” A well-known example was his defense of Oregon’s legislation to protect women workers, which became Muller v. Oregon, and was put in jeopardy by the Supreme Court decision in Lochner v. New York, which struck down legislation that protected bakers from excessive exposure to flour inhalation. Nonetheless, Brandeis innovated by pursuing a dense and lengthy factual exploration of the dangers women and their children experienced as a result of long employment hours, which persuaded the Supreme Court to uphold the Oregon statute. Though Brandeis’s arguments, and the Court’s reasoning that were based upon female vulnerability and incapacity would haunt women for decades to come, it was judged a brilliant victory in the press and is remembered not merely because “Muller became a landmark decision . . .” but also “for the brief that Louis Brandeis filed. The singular and detailed focus on the societal context of a potential legal decision, which came to be known as a ‘Brandeis Brief’ . . . altered the way that lawyers approached defense of public matters” and burnished Brandeis’s reputation as a courageous reformer.

Brandeis was also a visible opponent of government corruption. He was involved at the turn of the century in disputes over the allocation of railway rights to monopolistic and monied interests in Boston, and railway tariffs. He represented the head of the United States Forestry Service, whom President Taft had fired to clear the way for private coal deals on valuable public lands. Brandeis was also a visible advisor to President
Woodrow Wilson on antitrust policy during the 1912 election, and he advised the president on the legislation that created the Federal Trade Commission.

He spoke out on a wide array of topics, amassing a record that would be prodigious in any era. He testified before legislative bodies, gave speeches, and wrote legal briefs and newspaper opinion columns.

Ordinarily, both legal stardom and presidential will are necessary for a nomination to the Supreme Court, but presidential will is sufficient for that honor. In this respect, Brandeis’s biographers seem to agree that Wilson not only “rewarded and honored Brandeis for the services he had rendered to the President,” but also put him forward as a part of Wilson’s ongoing effort to appoint Brandeis to a position commensurate with his energies and abilities. Therefore, although there may be some truth in the notion that Wilson nominated Brandeis to “appeal . . . to certain groups in the electorate whose support Wilson would need in order to be re-elected in 1916,” there’s no question that Wilson thought highly of Brandeis and wanted to afford Brandeis an opportunity to serve the nation in an important official capacity.

Scholars agree that the opposition to his confirmation was “veiled anti-Semitism,” an anti-Semitism that opponents of his reformer efforts had expressed several years before Wilson’s nomination, and provocative headlines and opinion commentary did bear this out. But another view is that his opposition to powerful business interests insured that his nomination would be controversial. As one biographer put it, “[the] nomination became a confrontation of interests and ideologies rather than a display of prejudice.” His opponents marshaled both Harvardians and prominent members of the bar to shore up their cause. Brandeis had organized support from the law faculty, as well as friends who countered newspaper stories potentially damaging to his confirmation. The hearings on his confirmation focused on several matters opponents relied upon to say that Brandeis was unfit to serve. There were charges that his testimony during 1913 hearings on railroad tariffs before the Interstate Commerce Commission was “a betrayal of his trust relationship,” to the detriment of the New Haven Railroad. Other issues that arose included his performance as a lawyer in a matter involving a
will,\textsuperscript{48} his role as a lawyer and board member for a large shoe company,\textsuperscript{49} and a
generalized attack on his integrity led by Moorfield Storey, “a highly respected member
of the bar . . . [who] had had a distinguished career as a lawyer, . . . Harvard Overseer,
and president of the American Bar Association.”\textsuperscript{50} Nonetheless, the Committee on the
Judiciary voted out his nomination to the full senate, which in turn confirmed him 47–22
a week later.\textsuperscript{51} His nomination had lingered in the Senate from January 28, 1916, to June
1, 1916—125 days.\textsuperscript{52}

Marshall
Thurgood Marshall was as well known as Brandeis was at the time of Johnson’s
nomination but for different reasons. Marshall spent most of his career, including his time
as a law student, focused on the battle against Jim Crow.\textsuperscript{53} With Charles Hamilton
Houston, he mounted a multi-year battle against racial segregation that culminated in the
stunning nature of his victory over \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson},\textsuperscript{54} in \textit{Brown v. Board of
Education},\textsuperscript{55} in which the Supreme Court declared that state-mandated segregation in the
nation’s public schools was unconstitutional. In 1962, President Kennedy chose Marshall
to become the second African American to serve on a United States Court of Appeal,\textsuperscript{56}
the prestigious Second Circuit.\textsuperscript{57} President Kennedy’s successor, Lyndon Johnson,
plucked Marshall from his seat on the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in 1965 to elevate
him to Solicitor General of the United States, reportedly to prepare him for a Supreme
Court nomination as the first African American to join the Court.\textsuperscript{58} In 1967, President
Johnson nominated Marshall to serve as an Associate Justice on the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{59}

It was not surprising that Marshall’s nomination would face opposition. After all, the
record that qualified him for service—thirty-five arguments before the Supreme Court
and victories in many important constitutional cases\textsuperscript{60}—was the same record that
threatened the American racial order generally and especially in the South:

By the time Johnson appointed Marshall to the Supreme Court, his
history and his contributions to American constitutional law were fairly
well known to Congress and the public. As a co-architect of legal doctrine
that eliminated official American apartheid, his work had affected the lives of millions of Americans, and had received editorial notice in major newspapers. President Johnson had indeed prepared Marshall to both withstand criticism and to receive praise. And the course of his confirmation encompassed both extremes.  

Marshall was familiar with what might come. Indeed, Lyndon Johnson, ever colorful when determined, reportedly said that “he was determined that he had to outfit Thurgood Marshall and armor him with the kind of battle plates that no opposition could penetrate.” He had a preview of that experience after Kennedy nominated him to the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in 1962. After a contentious hearing and a wait of eleven months, the Senate confirmed 54–16.  

Southern senators on the judiciary sought to delay his Senate confirmation with lengthy questions about judicial philosophy and judicial authority. A team of southern senators (North Carolina’s Sam Ervin, Sr., South Carolina’s Strom Thurmond, and Arkansas’s John McClellan) dominated the hearings, opposing Marshall’s confirmation on multiple grounds: he would be too sympathetic to criminal defendants; he would be unlikely to exercise judicial restraint; he was too enamored of the notion of a “living constitution”; he was insufficiently sympathetic to states’ rights; and he was lacking in basic constitutional knowledge.  

The southern senators on the committee voted against his nomination while denying that their opposition was grounded in race. Instead, the erudite Ervin spoke for them, stating that the opposition was based on the prediction that Marshall “would align himself with the judicial activists now serving on the Supreme Court.”  

On the Senate floor, there was both praise and outcry. The Judiciary Committee opponents joined other southern senators, including John C. Stennis (Mississippi), Spessard Holland (Florida), and Robert Bryd (Virginia) in condemnation of the nomination on activist and stare decisis grounds. And as to the proponents of Marshall, how ironic it is to recall today that during the floor debate Senator Robert Kennedy
compared Marshall to the first chief justice of the Court, as well as to Story, Holmes, and Brandeis.

Yet despite the accolades upon nomination, it took over two months to reach the eve of confirmation. Was Marshall’s race the reason confirmation took so long? Yes—and, no. The confirmation process took seventy-eight days to complete, significantly longer than the eight to twenty-six days taken to confirm the three nominees who preceded him on the Court, but not the eleven months attributable to the Second Circuit nomination just six years earlier. The opposition to both Brandeis and Marshall was grounded in the change that these two men might bring to judicial doctrine on behalf of the powerless. As to Marshall, the question was change in the racial status quo in America, but I contend that that change was already underway:

[In] the abstract, the opponents did address valid issues of constitutional law, the resolution of which did depend on legal ideology and philosophy. When the opposition to Marshall’s nomination is viewed in the context of voting patterns on racial equality legislation the opposition [was] . . . an integral part of the larger pattern of southern opposition to the advancement of civil rights for Blacks. [That] opposition to Marshall must be understood in the broader context of southern opposition to the new legal doctrines . . . that [would] result . . . in meaningful and enforceable equality. thus ending the constitutionality of American apartheid. In 1967, those battles were not yet over, but the handwriting was on the wall . . .

A Just Order in the Court?

Diversity on the Federal Bench after Brandeis and Marshall

Since Wilson’s appointment of Brandeis 100 years ago and the appointment of Marshall almost fifty years ago, the federal bench has become much more diverse. There is an expanding body of literature on the characteristics of the federal judiciary. The Congressional Research Service periodically examines both the diversity of the federal judiciary as a service to lawmakers in both houses, and the burgeoning academic scholarship on the topic. The literature has also focused on the relationship between
various characteristics (e.g. gender, race, religious beliefs) on the outcomes of judicial decisions.  

**Jewish Americans on the Bench since Brandeis**

The Supreme Court has had a small number of Jewish justices relative to the history of all appointments from 1789 to the present, but Wilson’s appointment of Brandeis to the Court was unique. It began a discussion of a “Jewish Seat” on the Supreme Court.  The second Jewish justice was Benjamin Cardozo in 1932, but unlike Brandeis, the Senate confirmed him swiftly and without controversy. President Roosevelt nominated Felix Frankfurter to replace Cardozo, who was in turn replaced by Kennedy’s Arthur Goldberg, who resigned to become Ambassador to the United Nations. Johnson nominated Abe Fortas to replace Goldberg, but Fortas resigned just three years after a scandal. In 1987, President Reagan nominated Douglas Ginsburg, but that nomination was short lived and was never transmitted to the Senate. President Clinton nominated Ruth Bader Ginsberg in 1990, then Stephen Breyer in 1994. President Obama nominated Elena Kagan.  

**African Americans on the Bench since Marshall**

With respect to Blacks on the federal bench, the life-tenured federal judge that preceded Marshall was William H. Hastie, whom President Truman appointed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in 1949. When Kennedy appointed Marshall to the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in 1963, Marshall was then the second Black to serve as Court of Appeals judge. The third was Wade McCree, whom Johnson appointed in 1966.  

President Jimmy Carter, though president for only four years, would have the greatest influence on diversification of the federal bench, generally, and on opportunities for Blacks to serve, more specifically; the second most influential in diversifying the federal bench was Clinton.  

As of 2014, there were 21 African American Circuit Court judges, out of a total of 162 Circuit Court judges. Of all the African Americans who have served as a circuit
court judge, 89.7 percent were appointed after 1977. As of March 7, 2014, there were 76 African American District Court judges out of 603 District Court judges in the United States. The number of African American women who have served as federal judges remains small. Constance Baker Motley was the first in 1966, and Amalya Kearse was the first Black woman and woman of color to serve on the United States Courts of Appeal. And the number of Blacks to serve on the Supreme Court is merely two, with Justice Clarence Thomas succeeding Marshall.

Defending Diversity on the Bench: This Discussion Will Go On

The debate about the importance of diversity in the judiciary continues today. Of course the discussion includes a myriad of viewpoints including the view that background is irrelevant to judging. But there are important perspectives that are worthy of discussion in light of the fact that only a handful of Jewish judges have served on the highest Court, just two African Americans have served, and no African American woman has served.

One viewpoint on the importance of judicial diversity focuses on diversity as a key indicator of the legitimacy of government—a view contested by some. Another rationale for diversity is the symbolic function of judicial diversification. In addition there is a robust body of work on the relationship of the characteristics and experiences of judges to judicial decision-making. Some researchers have concluded that certain background characteristics are associated with different outcomes for litigants in particular kinds of cases, such as sexual harassment and sex discrimination cases, employment discrimination cases, as well as cases that implicate religious issues.

Though a deep evaluation of this body of research is beyond the scope of this paper, there are valuable insights about the benefits of judicial diversity. Our common law culture is a flexible one that has historically accommodated—though not without controversy—a range of approaches and methodologies of judicial interpretation. With respect to constitutional interpretation specifically, the line between experience and judicial decision-making is difficult to draw in light of the fact that “[it] is a Constitution we are expounding.” We may conclude on the basis of this developing body of research
that robust judicial diversity may be the very best approach to the continuing
development of legal principles across the board. It is inevitable that a judge will draw on
her insights and experiences consciously and unconsciously, and inevitable as well that
a truly diverse judiciary will bring a cross-section of human experience to the judicial
decision-making bench.

Nonetheless, that the legitimacy of conscious commitment to broader judicial
diversity remains a contested ideal was clearly demonstrated during the debate over
President Obama’s nomination of Sonya Sotomayor to be an Associate Justice on the
United States Supreme Court. In all likelihood, President Obama did not mean to “throw
down the diversity gauntlet” when he nominated Judge Sotomayor, praising her “quality
of empathy, of understanding and identifying with people’s hopes and struggles.” The
president began his remarks with the well-known quote of Oliver Wendell Holmes that
“the life of the law has not been logic but experience.” Nonetheless, the nomination
was to become a textbook case of opposition to a nominee based upon not only identity
and experience but also on concerns about neutrality, merit, and ideology.

Defending Diversity—The Case of Justice Sonia Sotomayor
President Obama began his May 26, 2009, press conference on his nomination of Judge
Sotomayor to be an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court by focusing on
his criteria for judicial nominees:

While there are many qualities that I admire in judges across the
spectrum of judicial philosophy. . . there are few that stand out that I just
want to mention. First and foremost is a rigorous intellect—a mastery of
the law, an ability to hone in on the key issues and provide clear answers
to complex legal questions. Second is a recognition of the limits of the
judicial role, an understanding that a judge’s job is to interpret, not make,
law; to approach decisions without any particular ideology or agenda, but
rather a commitment to impartial justice; a respect for precedent and a
determination to faithfully apply the law to the facts at hand. . . And yet,
these qualities alone are insufficient . . . as Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes once said, “The life of the law has not been logic; it has been experience.” Experience being tested by obstacles and barriers, by hardship and misfortune; experience insisting, persisting, and ultimately overcoming those barriers. It is experience that can give a person a common touch and a sense of compassion; an understanding of how the world works and how ordinary people live. And that is why it is a necessary ingredient in the kind of justice we need on the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{105}

After the president set forth his criteria, he summarized Sotomayor’s legal and experiential qualifications. He noted her undergraduate degree from Princeton summa cum laude, her Yale law degree, her service on the staff of the legendary District Attorney Robert Morgenthau, her partnership in a New York law firm specializing in global transactions, and her service for seventeen years as a District Court and United States Court of Appeals judge.\textsuperscript{106} Equally important, the president hailed her as a judge with “a sweeping overview of the American judicial system, but [also] a practical understanding of how the law works in the everyday lives of the American people.” Her life and her nomination, he said, were evidence that “no dream is beyond reach in the United States of America.”\textsuperscript{107} In her remarks, Sotomayor emphasized that her jurisprudence would reflect both a commitment to the “rule of law” tempered by her experience-based understanding of the concerns of litigants who come before the highest Court:

I firmly believe in the rule of law as the foundation for all of our basic rights. For as long as I can remember, I have been inspired by the achievement of our Founding Fathers. They set forth principles that have endured for more than two centuries. Those principles are as meaningful and relevant in each generation as the generation before. [My] wealth of experiences, personal and professional, have helped me appreciate the variety of perspectives that present themselves in every case that I hear. It
has helped me to understand, respect, and respond to the concerns and arguments of all litigants who appear before me, as well as to the views of my colleagues on the bench. I strive never to forget the real-world consequences of my decisions on individuals, businesses, and government.108

Between May 26, 2009, when President Obama announced her nomination109 and July 13, when the Chair of the United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary gaveled her nomination hearings to order,110 it was clear that the opposition to her confirmation would center on whether her stated determination to temper law with her experience rendered her a jurist unfit to dispense “equal justice under law.”111

In the course of her hearings and the subsequent Senate debate it became clear that the opposition to her candidacy never focused solely on her identity per se. Her opponents acknowledged that her storied career and her nomination were important breakthroughs in the history of the federal opportunity to serve on the judiciary.112 It was also clear that her objective professional qualifications were exceptional,113 even though some attempted to promote a disparaging-media argument that she might be “good” but was “not that smart,”114—this, despite accolades from the Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary of the American Bar Association that unanimously rated her well-qualified.115 In the end, the opposition sought to link her explicit embrace of her experience116 to the argument that she harbored impermissible bias117 and would allow the “empathy”118 to distort her judging.119

The debate over her nomination therefore took a predictable turn; the import, the opponents insisted, was that their opposition was on the basis of her impermissible bias and ideology. The proponents dismissed these views, stressing instead her long judicial service, the absence of controversy about her decisions, with a few exceptions,120 and the importance of expanding the diversity of the highest court.

The official discourse was similar to that during the confirmation of both Brandeis and Marshall with no official opposition to her confirmation on the explicit ground of her race, ethnicity, or gender. Rather, the objection to the appointment was based upon the
possibility that the ideology that these justices would bring to the court might unsettle the doctrinal order. In the case of Brandeis it was the prediction that his business decisions and labor decisions would disfavor powerful interests, and that his decisions would be influenced by potential societal consequences of powerless people. With respect to Marshall, his opponents predicted that he would bring a skeptical judicial eye informed by history and experience to status quo arguments in equality and criminal system cases. And as to Sotomayor, of course, the prediction was that she would evaluate claims of racial equality and governmental abuse of power from the perspective of the powerless in society—with empathy,\textsuperscript{121} and knowledge of the effects of those decisions—a perspective with which she was very familiar despite her improbable professional achievements.

And it is the focus on the value of our varied experiences as Americans that shapes my own thinking about the importance of diversity on the bench, as well as my appreciation of the openings represented by the elevation of Brandeis, Marshall, and Sotomayor to the highest court of our land.

The work of Scott Page, on the importance of diverse workgroups in \textit{The Difference},\textsuperscript{122} is consistent with Holmesian admonition about experience and judging.\textsuperscript{123} Our most powerful positions and teams, whether led by head football coaches, university presidents, Fortune 100 CEOs, Governors, or Presidents remain virtually off limits to women and minorities. As a society, we remain comfortable with the assumption that this exclusion is consistent with the meritocratic ideal.\textsuperscript{124} In contrast, Page’s work emphasizes the positive difference that diverse teams make in quality of decision-making. In \textit{The Difference}, Page demonstrates that diverse teams possess the cognitive diversity that allows them to outperform homogeneous teams.\textsuperscript{125}

Page examines the sources of cognitive diversity.\textsuperscript{126} Those sources are not only in the infinite variety that makes up each representative of human species,\textsuperscript{127} but also the differences in our accumulated life experiences.\textsuperscript{128} Our different training experiences influence our approaches to interpretation.\textsuperscript{129} Moreover, in addition to these objective differences, our societally constructed identities on which so much of our experience
depends, such as race, physical ability, gender, sexual orientation, religion, class, and culture, shape our identities—our subjectivities. As a result of our experience with these socially constructed identities, we tell different and diverse stories about others and ourselves, and about the world as we interpret our own and human experience.

Our inherently “plastic” brains, Page argues, are differently shaped by our experiences, and those diverse experiences create diverse cognitive tools that shape our interpretation approaches. Our experiences affect our thinking and our strategies. More pointedly, if I may, we still react to men and women differently; we treat them differently. As a result, men and women have different experiences, and they learn to think about identical factual situations differently. So it is, as well, with Blacks, with Latinos, with Gays and Lesbians, and differently abled people. We understand the world differently not because we possess a characteristic, but because the characteristics society deems most significant drive our experiences, map our permitted territory, and determine our worldview. No experience is devalued by these truths.

These differences in understanding are central to what we do as lawyers, and even more importantly to our role as arbiters—as judges. As the Honorable Edward M. Chen said in 2003, “judges draw upon the breadth and depth of their own life experience, upon the knowledge and understanding of people, and of human nature. And inevitably, one’s ethnic and racial background contributes to those life experiences.”

Race, ethnicity, and religion matter, among other demographic and experiential markers, not because of physical characteristics, or even notions of historical entitlement due to past discrimination, or the unforgiving, limited, and often patronizing attributes (such as result orientation) the privileged often ascribe to judicial insurgents. Rather, in a society in which we may live within a few miles of each other yet have radically different realities and life prospects, identity often means a different “well” of experience upon we draw to interpret the language of law and its consequences for people. “It is a constitution we are expounding” for an increasingly diverse America. Judicial diversity will insure that we share that task in our tricentennial century.
Conclusion

We celebrate the breakout moments in judicial diversity for several reasons. The appointments of Brandeis and Marshall both lead to greater visibility for the outsider and the marginalized in American Society. According to Robert Burt, Brandeis contributed by his “extensive recitation of the factual background of the dispute at issue intended to enlarge his colleagues’ range of vision to include facts and perspectives outside their ordinary experience.” Burt continues: “Brandeis maintained this vision by standing at the social margin between those who were comfortably included and those bitterly outside, and he pleaded for the disappearance of the distinction.” Brandeis also “penned . . . the definite judicial pronouncement on the necessity for free speech in a democracy,” which provided the foundation for the Court’s ultimate decision to unequivocally protect unpopular speech. Likewise Marshall also cast a bright light on circumstances that other justices thought irrelevant: whether the poor ought to be excused from having to save the money to file for bankruptcy, or whether an impoverished minority woman actually has the freedom to reject the government’s offer of paying for childbirth in light of government refusal to pay for an abortion, or whether poor Mexican children in Texas suffered from lack of opportunity as a result of the effect of ill-funded schools. Through his illumination of the facts surrounding the existence of outsiders, Marshall also argued that a more sweeping examination of the realpolitik of outsider existence was necessary to determine whether the government denied equal protection or fundamental rights. As I wrote in 1989:

Marshall’s confirmation placed on the Court a member whose theoretical understanding of equality had been altered and enriched by exposure to the myriad manifestations of racial subordination. Marshall’s confirmation created the possibility that Marshall, indelibly influenced by experiences unique among his fellow justices, might forcefully urge the Court to invest the Equal Protection Clause with content worthy of its aspiration, and with tools equal to its corrective task. After all, the last Supreme Court justice from Marshall’s home state of Maryland, Roger
Taney, had authored the infamous Dred Scott majority opinion that summed up all that Marshall had worked to correct. Marshall’s appointment to the Court broke remaining barriers to inclusion and pluralism in America’s highest judicial institution.\textsuperscript{145}

The Senate’s confirmation of both Brandeis and Marshall also symbolized the possibility that any citizen in both their groups might hold the highest position of public responsibility in the United States. I imagined that someone might become President Obama one day when I wrote of the significance of Justice Marshall.

Marshall’s confirmation led the country to consider the quixotic possibility that exclusion of African-Americans from the United States Supreme Court might be unacceptable, indeed, perhaps unthinkable. The confirmation of Marshall signaled a weak spot in “the last remaining color barrier in high public service, save for the Presidency itself.”\textsuperscript{146}

So too was Brandeis’s confirmation significant as a marker of trust and inclusion for Jewish citizens. Urofsky wrote: “The Victory cheered the progressives as little else had done for several years, and reform journals and the Jewish press carried one article after another praising “Mr. Justice Brandies.” Jacob Shiff predicted that he would become “an adornment” to the bench, and called the confirmation an honor to our people.”

Ironically, at the outset of the Sotomayor hearings, Senator Patrick Leahy referred to the opposition both Brandeis and Marshall faced during their respective confirmation processes: “Those who break barriers often face the added burden of overcoming prejudice. That has been true on the Supreme Court. Thurgood Marshall graduated first in his law school class, was the lead counsel for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, sat on the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and served as the Nation’s top lawyer, the Solicitor General of the United States”:

He won a remarkable 29 out of 32 cases before the Supreme Court.

Despite his qualifications and achievements, at his confirmation hearing, he was asked questions designed to embarrass him, questions such as “Are you prejudiced against the white people of the South?”
The confirmation of Justice Louis Brandeis, the first Jewish American to be nominated to the high court, was a struggle rife with anti-Semitism and charges that he was a “radical.” The commentary at the time included questions about “the Jewish mind” and how “its operations are complicated by altruism.”

How fitting that Senator Leahy would refer to the breakthrough legacies of Brandeis and Marshall during the Sotomayor hearings. Senator Leahy use their examples to show that the opponents of diversity on the Supreme Court have targeted the most accomplished minorities in their quest to maintain a two class society and an homogenous judiciary. Although I disagree with one who obsequiously called Louis D. Brandeis the “visible manifestation of the greatest legal mind of the past one hundred years,” I would agree that her later statement that he was one of the greatest lawyers of the twentieth century. My list would also include Thurgood Marshall and Charles Hamilton Houston, among others. One author has forcefully argued that the failure of Brandeis to distinguish himself as a lawyer or jurist in the area of racial equality tarnished his legacy, even as his method and approach to litigation set a powerful paradigm that Houston and Marshall would emulate. Justice Marshall distinguished himself as both a writer of majority opinions in areas of his expertise such as civil procedure, as well as a powerful dissenting voice on behalf of Blacks, the poor, the mentally ill, minority women, and inmates sentenced to death. Marshall also wrote significant unanimous opinions in areas not usually associated with his legacy, such as civil procedure, among others.

Sotomayor’s record is yet young, but she has already written dissents that suggest that she will develop, as did Thurgood Marshall, a jurisprudence of judicial protection for minorities, criminal suspects, and those condemned to death. In Schuette v. Bann, she dissented from the Court’s decisions upholding a Michigan ban on race conscious affirmative action in higher education as inconsistent with established precedent that forbade white majorities from structuring political processes to disadvantage
minorities. She observed dryly, “[T]o know the history of our Nation is to understand its long and lamentable record of stymieing the right of racial minorities to participate in the political process.” In Glossip v. Gross, she wrote the principle dissent in a 5–4 decision that placed the burden on inmates condemned to death to identify an alternative method of execution that would cause substantially less severe risk of pain, characterizing the majority decision as one that would subject the condemned men to “what may well be the chemical equivalent of being burned at the stake.” And in Mullenix v. Luna, she dissented from the courts decision to reject civil liability for deadly force when an officer had a less lethal option available, characterizing the courts decision as encouragement to a “rogue” officer and the establishment “of the culture . . . to use deadly force for no discernible gain . . . By sanctioning a “shoot first, think later” approach to policing, the Court renders the protections of the Fourth Amendment hollow” she admonished. She has also urged the Court to adhere to its prior decisions, and she has cautioned the Court to not to announce new law without full exploration of its consequences.

The lives of these three Justices demonstrate the potential of a diverse judiciary to shore up and strengthen our constitutional fabric. Despite their differences and disparate emphases, Brandeis and Marshall wanted to expand the American dream to outsiders, and Sotomayor has already that she will follow suite. All would join Langston Hughes cry in his poem “Let America be America again."

“Oh, yes, I say it plain, America never was America to me, / And yet I swear this oath— / America will be!”
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